Client Experience
The data below highlights a large university system’s experience
in Work of Art, our new emotional well-being campaign. Eligible
participants include faculty and staff.
Despite multiple obstacles brought on by the pandemic,
including remote work, no recognition incentives, no champion
network promotion, no onsite promotion events, and more, the
system’s well-being managers consider Work of Art a big success —

“The right program for the times.”
Results

Of the 1000+ participants who completed the program, reported gains in
emotional well-being as measured on the Flourishing Scale* include:

Strongly Agree
(% increase)

Dimension

People respect me

32%

I am engaged and interested in daily activities

29%

I actively contribute to the happiness and well-being of others

26%

I am optimistic about my future

17%

I am competent and capable in the activities that are
important to me

14%

I am a good person and live a good life

12%

I lead a purposeful or meaningful life

10%

My social relationships are supportive and rewarding
• 58,295 emotional well-being
activities recorded
• 6879 completed works of art
(72% shared to gallery)
• Participants who shared to gallery —
77% completion rate
• Participants with 1 or more Friends in
the program — 70% completion rate
*Source: Diener, Ed, et al. “New well-being measures:
Short scales to assess flourishing and positive and
negative feelings.” Social Indicators Research 97.2
(2010): 143-156. Used with permission.
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Participant Testimonials

‘‘

Work of Art was so much fun and it really helped
me to have something positive to complete
during these COVID times of stress. I loved
creating the art and also supporting my fellow
colleagues on their works of art. This program
was my favorite in the 5 years I have been here!
I loved it! Christine Roberts

’’
“During this time of social isolation, I found the
activities even more significant because they help me
get through each day in a positive way. My favorite
activity was the gratitude jar where I put a blessing or
something I was thankful for on a slip of paper each
day and put it into my jar. That activity helped me to
continue to focus on the positive things in my life and
kept me from feeling sad or overly lonely.” Ann Arnold
“I needed this. I really enjoyed looking at all the Art.
This was such a neat program and I’m glad I got to
connect with friends.” Participant

‘‘

I joined a team of wonderful ladies that I did
not know. We supported each other, put smiles
on each other’s faces and added joy to our
hazy COVID-19 days. It was so much fun; and I
made new friends! This was a highly effective
program to promote emotional well-being.
Thank You! Donna Walker

’’

“The tips were very timely during this COVID-19 workfrom-home isolation. They inspired me to work on
personal goals and helped me feel connected with
my colleagues. The pictures created and shared in the
gallery were WONDERFUL!” Patricia Scherer

“This Work of Art program was perfect for the situation
we are all in right now. There is no way you can be left
out. This was simple but motivating and encouraging
to us. I loved connecting with others and even met a
new staff member that joined my team by accident.
She thought she was joining someone else she knew
with the same name but it was me. We had a great chat
about it and became good friends. We messaged back
and forth and spoke into each other’s lives.”
Olivia Gonzales
“This helped me de-stress during a very stressful
transition of leaving my clinic and working the
frontlines of the COVID Screening.” Misty Santilan

‘‘

Work of Art really came at a perfect time to help
us navigate through these very challenging
times we’re living. The very interactive, creative
and healthy activities, and most of all, the great
support, positivity and camaraderie of all
participants, staff and colleagues were quite
uplifting and resulted in learning a lot from
each other, making new friends, and really
getting the feeling that we are all part of a
great family! Mil gracias! Jorge Vidal

’’

“This couldn’t have come at a better time. With it coming
to an end, I hope to continue to incorporate some of
these activities on a daily basis. As I’ve been working
from home and avoiding everywhere, except home, I
have found that (socially distanced) walking around
and enjoying nature has been the most beneficial; not
only am I getting much needed exercise, but I’m also
practicing mindfulness.” Participant
“I loved this program! It was so nice to learn new ways
to express gratitude, de-stress, and energize myself
emotionally. Thank you!” Participant
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